Introduction
Research into the injection stretch blow moulding (ISBM) process regarding the formation of light-weight, thin-walled containers has been extensive over the past number of decades. The combination of stretching and pressure inflation of the poly(ethylene terephthalate) (PET) preform to create the desired bottle inherently increases the mechanical properties of the material along with other attributes such as barrier properties. This characteristic of PET occurs when the material is heated and stretched above its glass transition temperature (~80°C) to generate strain induced crystallisation. The amount of strain induced crystallisation depends on the amount of strain, the rate of strain and deformation mode [1] [2] [3] . Capturing the behaviour of PET for the deformations typical during the ISBM process is crucial to understanding the potential for optimisation of the preform/bottle design and maximising the cost reduction in time, energy and material. In an effort to further the amount of knowledge, understanding and optimisation, the goal of academic and industrial research groups has been to develop a reliable and robust simulation of the ISBM process in order to 'virtually' produce any desired bottle shape from any potential preform geometry using multiple possible process parameters. This simulation is generally constructed using some form of finite element (FE) solver and assessing the accuracy and potential is therefore critical.
Investigation into the ISBM process has been extensive for numerous years in attempt to reduce the nature of the 'shooting in the dark' approach associated with respect to the initial process parameters. Numerous attempts to instrument aspects of the blowing process reveals an insight into how the bottle forms within the mould; these parameters include internal pressure [4] , preform bubble propagation [5] and mould contact [6] . Huang et al. [7] investigated the evolution of the bottle shape by applying a transparent mould and viewing the deformation with high speed imaging. Alternatively, a common exercise employed when examining the ISBM process is to remove the bottle mould and allow the preform to deform in free air i.e. free-stretch-blow (FSB) trials. Billon et al. [8] attempted to perform this analysis while recording the free deformation with a high speed camera. The preform deformation was found to be heavily influenced by the pre-blow timing, a parameter that relates the activation of pre-blow pressure to the point in time when the stretch-rod makes contact with the preform i.e. early pressure activation (advance) and late pressure activation (delay). Menary and Billon et al. [9] then took this process further by applying a simple grid pattern to the preform outer surface in an effort to evaluate the displacement of certain points on the preform and eventual yield strain values. This process was found to be quite cumbersome and laborious with a potential for inaccuracy in results. Previous research conducted by Nixon et al. [10, 11] as well as work by Zimmer et al. [12] has been able to demonstrate that accurate and reliable data that can be obtained by applying a speckle pattern to the preform surface and performing a stereoscopic digital image correlation (DIC) analyse on FSB experiments. In the work of Nixon et al., a Design of Experiments was constructed accounting for preform temperature and pressure inflation air flow rate. The cavity pressure and stretch-rod reaction force were recorded using an instrumented stretch rod and the hoop and axial strain values were obtained using a stereoscopic DIC analysis and VIC3D correlation software. The experimental results from this analysis will be used in this paper to validate a simulation of the process. This is the first time a comprehensive validation for a stretch-blow simulation will have been performed.
Predicting the deformation of the preform when forming the bottle has been investigated using suitable finite element (FE) solving methods; the accuracy of these simulations has proved to have varying success. Menary et al. [13] used the cavity pressure readings from free-blow trials to assess the simulations ability in predicting pressure and volume evolution. An air mass flow rate model, as opposed to a directly applied pressure, was found to be the most successful approach. The bottle thickness was also used by Menary et al. [14] to assess the accuracy of different material models within the simulation with results demonstrating that the Buckley material model was succesful. The simulation allows for a more scientific approach in optimising the input parameters for the ISBM process. Yang et al. [15] revealed that preform temperature as well as the blowing pressure could significantly affect the predicted final bottle characteristics and concluded that to produce a reliable simulation relies on analysing the process conditions as well as the preform temperature. Bordival et al. [16] also examined the effect of preform temperature during the simulation; where an optimum preform temperature profile was achieved using the simulation to provide the most uniform thickness distribution. Zimmer et al.
[17] used a similar free-blow method used for these experiments to assess the simulation accuracy. The analysis only concentrated on the patterned preform tip subjected to IR heating with no stretch-rod deformation and limited stretch ratios. Results revealed that the biaxial deformation behaviour was predicted in the simulation more successfully using the free-blow characterisation method as opposed to the previously established biaxial testing method. Bordival et al. [18] attempted to model the IR heating and blowing process together. The correlation of the blowing simulation with experimental results revealed that although the wall thickness results were accurate (15 % error on mean thickness), the cavity pressure was not, possibly due to an inappropriate air flow model. Mir et al. [19] formed a stretch-blow -moulding simulation using Blowsim® FE software and an elasto-viscoplastic material model with parameters identified using biaxial stretching data. Bottle formation was found to have good agreement with experimental results. However the validation was only performed for two bottle designs.
This paper intends to construct a suitable FSB simulation accounting for material temperature, air flow rate and material model for the behaviour of PET. A comparison of the FSB process can then be performed between the experiment and the correlating simulation over a large process window. The simulation accuracy was assessed by investigating the internal cavity pressure, stretch-rod reaction force, surface strain and bottle shape evolution. The paper is a significant advance in the current state of the art as it is the first time an ISBM simulation has been validated with detailed process data and strain values. Up till now all papers have produced ISBM simulations comparing final thickness distribution between simulation and experiment for a single process condition [13, 20, 21] . However they are not a full validation of the capability of a simulation. The true test is to validate the simulation over a wide range of parameters to ensure it highlights the trends correctly. The FSB trial may indeed be an 'incomplete' assessment of the true SBM process where there is no mould. The benefits of this however are evident as the FSB trials can reveal a full deformation investigation up to the point of mould contact providing detailed quantitative information for validation. Once a validated FSB simulation has been achieved and predicting the preform deformation can be relied upon, applying the mould is then a logical step to fulfilling the requirements of a successful SBM simulation.
Simulation input parameters
In order to build a suitable simulation of the FSB process, certain parameters and inputs must be defined. These include 
Geometry and idealisation
The preform used throughout the analysis was 31.7 g with an internal throat diameter of 24.31 mm and a length of 97.16 mm (Fig. 1) . The preforms were injected moulded using PET resin with an intrinsic viscosity of 0.81 dL/g. The strain data point highlighted in Fig. 1 shows the location of the strain data comparison detailed in Section 3.3.
Material temperature
To simplify the preform heating procedure and to allow for greater control of the preform temperature profile, the preforms were heated using a Grant GR-150 silicone oil bath using a temperature range of 95°C to 115°C with 5°C increments. Heating times were applied to ensure full temperature equilibrium for the entire preform body which were then verified using a simple heat transfer simulation using ABAQUS, employing axisymmetric solid elements (DCAX4). For the simulation, the heat transfer coefficient during heating was 461 W/m 2 K [22] while the thermal conductivity and specific heat capacity for PET were taken from literature [23] where the values were a linear function of temperature ( Table 1) . The typical heating time to achieve temperature equilibrium through the preform thickness at 110°C was 3 min, Fig. 2 .
As a semi-automatic lab-scale SBM machine (Vitallli &son) was employed, a manual transfer between the oil bath and the blowing station was required; the average time for this operation was 20 s. A suitable heat transfer simulation was necessary to determine the temperature decrease of the preform during transfer. The heat transfer coefficient of the outer surface to air during cooling was experimentally derived using FLIR SC3000 thermal camera (operating wavelength 8-9 μm) allowing the preform to cool over time while recording the temperature reduction. This value was found to increase as a function of temperature (Table 1) and assumed a linear function over the temperature range. The heat transfer coefficient of the inner surface was fixed at 3 W/m 2 K due to the stagnant nature of the internal air cavity [24] .
This was then supplied to a transient ABAQUS heat transfer simulation, employing axisymmetric solid elements of the preform geometry, and a complete preform temperature profile was obtainable at any given cooling time for any set oil temperature. Figure 3 shows the average outside surface temperature during cooling for three material temperatures, comparing the simulation with experimental results.
This predicted temperature profile relative to the preform height was then supplied to the ABAQUS free-stretch-blow (FSB) simulation using a nodal temperature definition. Table 2 displays the resultant average preform temperature from the cooling simulation for the oil temperature range. It should be noted that the results from the experimental analysis are presented relative to the oil set temperature, not the average preform temperature at the time of blowing. A study was conducted to assess the effect of using an average temperature applied over the shell thickness compared to a varying profile (5 integration points). Taking predicted cavity pressure as a reference, there was no difference between the two temperature scenarios. Applying the actual through thickness temperature profile to the simulation was found to have no significant difference compared to using an average through thickness temperature. This is a result of idealising the preform using shell elements where the effect of temperature on the mechanical behaviour is averaged over the thickness. This is an acceptable inaccuracy considering the advantages of computational time and stability over solid elements. Figure 4 displays the through thickness temperature derived from the cooling simulation after 20s transportation for the five node points (4 element layers) at sidewall midpoint (data extraction point) i.e. wall thickness 4.2 mm. As previously mentioned, this was averaged for the purposes of the blowing simulation, while varying along the preform length. As the heating times were a matter of minutes, the silicone oil was assumed to have no effect on the structure or deformation of the preform.
The predicted temperature profile along the length of the preform outside surface was then plotted for the 20s transportation at 95°C, 105°C and 115°C, Fig. 5 . Due to the oil bath heating method, the temperature profiles along the length were found to be almost linear; a clear advantage over IR heating where the temperature profile can fluctuate extensively. The predicted outside surface temperature profiles i.e. used for the simulation, were then confirmed using a FLIR SC640 thermal camera, Fig. 5 . Along the main body of the preform (20-70 mm) the temperature was predicted to a high degree of accuracy (maximum error 2 %), while outside this range i.e. the neck taper and the tip, the accuracy decreased (maximum error 13 %). This was due to the angle of incidence between the preform surface and the IR camera deviated from normal and producing an effective reduction in emissivity [24] making the experimental measurements in the neck and tip region unreliable.
Air flow rate
In previous research by the authors [10, 25] , the amount of air flow rate governing the rate on inflation of the preform was shown to be an important variable. In these experiments the air flow rate could be varied by adjustment of the line pressure and adjustment of a flow restrictor which had dimensionless settings 0 to 6 i.e. closed to fully open. Figure 6 displays a schematic of the air flow circuit for the semi-automatic ISBM machine used in these experiments. For the purposes of these trials the line pressure was fixed to 8 bar and the flow restrictor input was set to 2, 4 and 6, corresponding to an air mass flow rate of 9, 23 and 36 g/s respectively. In previous research the evolving cavity temperature was recorded and revealed a quasi-adiabatic 'polytropic' process [25] and it was shown that assuming isothermal conditions was appropriate for accurately capturing the air flow behaviour. Understanding this air flow is critical when forming a suitable FEA simulation. Schmidt et al. [26] used fixed volume experiments to ascertain the flow rate at a given pressure value. The air flow rate was then calculated from the pressure gradient achieved in the rigid cavity volume. The 'true' volume the air flow experiences, is in actual fact the preform volume and the volume of the pipework downstream of the control valve. This series of pipes, bends and orifices located between the flow control valve and the preform is defined as the 'dead volume' [6, 27] and must be accounted for when supplying mass flow values to the simulation. The dead volume for the lab scale SBM machine used for these experiments was measured to be 85 ml using the approach outlined in previous research [25] . The process data collected from experiment trials determined the flow rate characteristics; Fig. 7 shows the maximum choked mass flow rate value for numerous line pressures and flow indices determined using the ideal gas law method described by Salomeia et al. [25] . The choked flow assumption is only valid when the pressure ratio between upstream and downstream pressure is below 0.58. Above this, the flow becomes un-choked and the flow rate decays in a non-linear fashion to zero as the downstream pressure (preform cavity) matches the upstream pressure (line pressure) [25] .
This air flow rate surface plot is only valid for the lab-scale SBM machine used for these experimental trials and a similar air flow rate investigation is required for each SBM machine where appropriate. This air flow rate characteristic can then be used as a key input for the FE simulation of the bottle forming process.
The air was regarded as a fluid with the appropriate properties using the *FLUID BEHAVIOUR keyword in Abaqus along with the polynomial type *CAPACITY using the Shomate equation where the constant pressure molar heat capacity can be expressed as Eq. 1.
Where C̃p is the constant pressure molar heat capacity, T is the temperature and ã,b,c,d,ẽ are the polynomial coefficients. The constant pressure heat capacity is then calculated using Eq. 2.
The polynomial coefficients for Eq. 1 where air is the fluid are shown in Table 3 , [28] .
Constitutive model for PET
A critical component for an accurate and reliable simulation is a suitable material model that can capture the non-linear, viscoelastic behaviour of PET when it is stretched. Yan et al. [29, 30] developed a constitutive model to represent the behaviour of PET during stretching; concentrating on the effects of polymer temperature, strain rates and mode of deformation. The model was implemented around the constitutive model developed by Buckley et al. [31, 32] that is widely used for thermoplastics near and above their glass transition temperature and incorporates a spring-dashpot assembly, Fig. 8 . The model consists of a parallel circuit with two parts; a bond-stretch part representing the linear elastic deformation and the viscous flow, and a conformational part representing the non-linear elastic deformation of network stretch and the material viscosity. This was represented using the following set of equations [31, 32] .
Where σ i b is the bond-stretching stress, σ i c is the stress form conformational part, s i b is the principal deviatoric stress of bond stretching part, K b is the bulk modulus of the bonded structures, ∈ i are the principal true strain, σ m0 b is a constant stress resident in the polymer as zero strain, σ m b is the strain induced hydrostatic stress and J is the determinant of the deformation gradient tensor. Deviatoric (s b ) stresses exhibit viscoelasticity in terms of the deviatoric true strains (e) in the bond stretching part.
Where G b is the contribution to shear modulus arising from bond stretching and τ is the relaxation time. The free energy function for the conformational arm derived by Edwards and Vilgis is expressed by:
Where N e is the entanglement density, K B is the Boltzmann's constant, T is the absolute temperature, η is the looseness parameter of the entanglement, λ i n are the principal network stretch and α is the measurements of the inextensibility of the entanglement network where the maximum extension is determined by 1/α. The adiabatic self-heating response evident when PET is rapidly stretched [33] was accounted for within the material model parameters i.e. the effect of self-heating was not isolated when characterising the material and therefore did not need to be reapplied to the model for the purposes of the simulation. The model developed by Yan was used for the purposes of these simulations using appropriate material constants [29] (Table 4) .
Simulation construction
The simulation was constructed using axisymmetric shell elements (SAX1), with the elements representing the mid layer of the preform between the inner and outer surfaces, Fig. 1 . The stretch-rod represented with rigid elements (RAX2) and the volume of the stretch-rod was not considered as part of the fluid cavity volume. The fluid cavity is a combination of the preform cavity and the dead-volume cavity i.e. the volume of the pipes upstream of the preform [25] . The volume of the stretch-rod relative to the full cavity volume was extracted from the simulation and found to only be a maximum of 8 % (Fig. 9 ) at the start of the blowing process reducing t 2 % when the preform expands. The resolution of the shell elements was 1 mm at the beginning of the simulation. Figure 10 displays the simulation set-up with dead volume, preform clamp, preform and stretchrod geometry.
The stretch-rod displacement was supplied directly from the experiment, recorded using a linear variable differential transformer (LVDT). The temperature of the preform was retrieved from the heat transfer simulation described in Section 2.1 and the correct air flow data relative to the flow restrictor setting was supplied. A simple Coulomb friction value of 0.3 [34] was used for contact between the stretch-rod tip and the polymer using the PENALTY contact constraint in ABAQUS with no 
Simulation validation
The cavity pressure, stretch-rod force and surface strain results were captured for each experiment; the outcome of which produced a 'fingerprint' plot for each of the trials. Figure 11 highlights such data for a test conducted at flow index 2 and an oil temperature of 105°C. All experimental data obtained from the FSB trials are detailed by the author in a complementary publication [35] .
Time zero of the fingerprint indicates the simultaneous contact of the stretch-rod with the preform tip and the introduction of the air flow i.e. no pressure advance or delay.
A reliable and repeatable method of comparing the simulation results to that of the experiment was required that could indicate the accuracy of each simulation with each parameter. Figure 12 shows a comparison of cavity pressure, stretch-rod reaction force and surface strain for the single condition flow index 2 (equating to air mass flow rate 9 g/s) and oil temperature 105°C. It is not practical to compare these graphs for all 15 experiments conducted. Instead key points were extracted from the various data with the trends between the simulation and experiments obtained and compared; these key points were peak pressure, peak stretch-rod force, maximum strain rate, the aspect ratio (Eq. 10) and the bottle shape comparison. The location of the strain extraction is shown in Fig. 3 . Figure 13 displays a typical bottle shape comparison for trial N2T105 between the FSB experiment and the corresponding simulation.
In addition to validating the key points of the process outputs, the quality of the fit between the simulation and the experiment for cavity pressure, stretch-rod force and strain with respect to time was analysed by calculating the root mean square error (RMSE), Eq. 8.
Where ŷt is the predicted value, y t is the experimental value over the data points n. The accuracy of the predicted output compared to the experimental data was then determined by calculating the normalised root mean square error (NRMSE).
Plotting this error value then allowed complete examination of all of the experiments from Table 5 providing comparable assessment of the correlation accuracy and reveal the accuracy of the simulation over the entire processing range.
Cavity pressure
A comparison of the peak pressure from the simulation trials was then performed relative to the experimental peak pressure (Fig. 14) i.e. point A on Fig. 11 . The simulation peak pressure displays the same trend as experiment, mainly reducing with the increase in material temperature. The greater material temperature resulted in a more readily deformable preform that allowed for a faster volume expansion thus resulting in a lower pressure i.e. pressure is inversely proportional to volume. The effect of altering the flow index was also successfully captured by the simulation with a more significant decrease in peak pressure evident for the low flow index setting. The greater peak pressure at the higher flow index settings was due to the higher air mass flow rate. The greatest difference in peak pressure was observed for trial N2T115 with 13.5 %. The %NRMSE which highlights the difference between the overall pressure v time curve between the simulation and experiment is presented as a surface plot in Fig. 15 . This illustrates the effect of material temperature and flow rate simultaneously, on the quality of pressure prediction.
The average amount of error apparent between the simulation and experimental cavity pressure was 8.54 % with a minimum error of 5.68 % for N2T100 and a maximum error of 15.43 % for N2T115; in general, the low temperature trials were more accurate than the high temperature trials.
Stretch-rod force
The final peak force of the simulation (point B Fig. 11 ) was compared to the experimental data for all the process conditions highlighted in Table 5 . Figure 16 highlights the trends for both simulation and experiments for the range of flow rates and oil temperatures investigated.
For both the experiment and the simulation, the peak end force reduced as the material temperature increased. This was as expected due to the increased preform deformability; indeed in some cases no stretch-rod force was recorded, indicating a purely pressure inflation deformation. This absence of the final peak force was predicted correctly for trials N6T110 and N6T115.
The %NRMSE comparing the overall quality of fit stretchrod force vs time between the simulation and experiment is presented using a surface plot, Fig. 17 .
The average error observed for the predicted stretch-rod force was 26.84 % with a minimum of 6.29 % for N4T95 and maximum of 54.67 % for N6T100. Overall, the average error was much greater than that calculated for the previous cavity pressure results, with no obvious trend in accuracy relative to either oil temperature or flow rate. This relative reduction in accuracy may be a result of an inadequate contact scenario model or the model's lack of ability to capture the anisotropic deformation behaviour prevalent in bottle manufacturing. 
Surface strain rate
The strain output direct from ABAQUS was relevant to the mid layer of the shell profile. In order to provide data to successfully assess the simulation, the outer layer strain output from the DIC routine was converted to mid layer strain to then compare with the mid (shell) layer of the simulation [36] . For the purposes of the material model, the assumption of material incompressibility was deemed suitable for the free-stretchblow tests, as detailed by Yan [29] . The strain comparison was determined using the midpoint of the sidewall of the preform, midway between the diameter change of the shoulder taper and the tip geometry, 43 mm from the neck support ring, Fig. 1 . The maximum strain rate was extracted from the simulation in the hoop and axial directions and compared to the DIC data extracted from the FSB experimental trials, Fig. 18 .
The simulation hoop and axial strain rates were predicted with varying success. The predicted hoop strain rate increased as the temperature and flow rate increased with an average strain rate of 11 
Surface strain
The strain levels from the data extraction point were then compared from the simulation and the experiment. The %NRMSE accuracy surface plots were then plotted regarding the strain vs time for each experiment, Fig. 19 .
The average, maximum and minimum error was then determined for both hoop and axial strain results, Table 6 . The associated trials were also identified.
The average error observed was very similar for the hoop and axial trend accuracy plots. The maximum and minimum error values were also relatively comparable and were observed for similar process conditions; low accuracy (24.3 %) at low flow rate, high temperature and high accuracy (0.9 %) at medium flow rate, medium temperature.
Natural aspect ratio
The aspect ratio of the FSB bottle is a critical characteristic that can reveal the natural draw ratio in the axial and hoop direction. It is also a good indicator for industry to understand the optimum process conditions for a particular preform to Fig. 17 Accuracy surface plot for stretch-rod force varying temperature and flow rate Fig. 18 Predicted maximum strain rate compared to experimental data; (a) hoop and (b) axial direction form a bottle where the aim is to have a natural aspect ratio similar to that of the mould. In this work the natural aspect ratio (Fig. 20) was taken to be the ratio of the vertical bottle length to the maximum bottle diameter, Eq. 10. The predicted aspect ratio was then compared to the experimental aspect ratio with the % error calculated (Eq. 11), Fig. 20 . It should be noted that the vertical length in essence will be highly influenced by the stretch-rod displacement; however aspect ratio will still be a function of the pressure inflation and overall preform deformation.
Aspect ratio; AR ¼ vertical length maximum diameter ð10Þ
The comparison in aspect ratio revealed a consistently accurate prediction for the higher flow indices 4 (23 g/s) and 6 (36 g/s) than for the lower flow index 2 (9 g/s); the average %error was 2.41, 1.35 and 8.9 % respectively. The error experimental flow index N2 results increased as a function of temperature to a maximum error of 17.34 % Fig. 21 .
Bottle shape comparison
Although a great deal of insight was gained by capturing the internal cavity pressure, investigation into the shape of the evolving bottle was deemed necessary; cavity pressure only indicates cavity volume, not cavity shape. Figure 22 displays a comparison of the evolving bottle shape for both the experiment and simulation Fig. 20 Natural aspect ratio along with the cavity pressure and surface strain investigating a 'high flow rate' trial (N6T105). This particular trial was deemed most accurate with the predicted cavity pressure revealed successful correlation with a %NRMSE of 3.9 % while the average predicted strain %NRMSE of the hoop and axial results was 0.34 %. This combination of the accurate cavity pressure and strain results were then confirmed by the predicted evolving bottle shape from the high speed image stills. In contrast to this, the worst case scenario for the 'low flow rate' trial (N2T115) revealed a poor cavity pressure and strain prediction, Fig. 23 .
Deemed the least accurate, this trial revealed a cavity pressure %NRMSE of 18.06 and 17.02 % for the strain accuracy. This low flow rate trial relies on a predominant linear stretch-rod deformation followed by pressure inflation while the high flow rate trial by nature has a more pressure derived deformation with a predominantly simultaneous biaxial deformation. It is the prediction of this sequential-type deformation that reveals a reduction in simulation accuracy.
Accurate cavity pressure may not necessarily reveal a successfully predicted bottle shape. Figure 24 displays the evolving bottle shape, internal cavity pressure and surface strain for trial N2T100.
The %NRMSE for the predicted cavity pressure was calculated to be 5.91 %, while the average strain accuracy was 16.74 %. Thus the cavity pressure, and as a result the cavity volume, was predicted with high accuracy, however the The reason for the difference in accuracy between these two cases is due to the difference in the mode of deformation experienced by the material. In the N6T105 trial the material is mainly deformed in a simultaneous biaxial manner i.e. hoop and axial strain increase simultaneously. However for the N2T100 trial he material is mainly deformed in a sequential biaxial manner i.e. a significant amount of strain occurs in the axial direction prior strain in the hoop direction. The difference in the mode of deformation causes a significant different stress-strain response from the material [33, 37] , whereby the stress-strain response in sequential deformation is strongly dependent on the amount of initial stretch in the axial direction. This is a result of a mesophase being created in the initial stretching direction which significantly influences the second phase of stretching. The material model used in this simulation is able to successfully capture the simultaneous equal biaxial deformation but has difficulty in capturing the sequential behaviour [29, 30] hence the reason for the difference in accuracy between the two process conditions.
Discussion
Overall the simulation picks up the general trends well and makes a good qualitative prediction over the entire process range for cavity pressure, stretch-rod reaction force and surface strain. The only exception being the change in aspect ratio at the lower temperature and at low flow index. Quantitatively the simulation can predict the pressure vs time over the entire process range with an average error of 8.54 % for all of the blowing trials. The stretch-rod force vs time prediction was less successful with an average error of 26.84 % while the strain vs time prediction had an average error of 11.85 %. The average error in the predicted final aspect ratio of each bottle over the process range was 5.4 %. The purpose of this work however is not only to examine the quantitative accuracy of the simulation, but explore its ability to predict the trends that are observed during the experimental trials; a capability required to enable the simulation to be a useful design tool in industry.
Preform cavity pressure has generally been considered to be an indication to the bottle formation in both rate and size; previous research has also revealed that the cavity pressure is a Fig. 23 Evolving bottle shape, cavity pressure and nominal strain, N2T115; comparison of experiment and simulation function of the line pressure, rate of air flow and preform expansion [9, 13] . The simulation examined in this work reveals that cavity pressure is predicted with high accuracy for the process window analysed thus providing a good validation of the air flow model and the material model used in the simulation. The trends observed for the experimental peak cavity pressure reduced as a function of temperature and was successfully predicted by the simulation. This reduction in peak pressure corresponded to the increased deformability of the preform where the preform yielded earlier with increased temperature. Conversely, the trend of peak pressure magnitude was directly proportional to the increase in flow index where the greater air mass flow rate produced a higher peak cavity pressure. It must be stated however that the cavity pressure is only an indication of the rate of volume change, not the integral bottle shape and an accurately predicted cavity pressure profile may not necessarily yield an accurate bottle shape, as highlighted in Figure 24 . This is important to note as the current state of the art in the industry relies on pressure vs time curves for process control. It is the comparative investigation into the strain output that details the accuracy of the predicted FSB bottle shape, and therefore the bottle shape and material distribution when re-applying the mould.
Qualitatively, the trend of the experiment peak force was well predicted by the simulation; where the peak force reduced both with increased temperature and flow index. The increased material temperature reduced the preform 'stiffness' resulting in reduced stretch-rod reaction force, while increased flow index (air mass flow) increased the pressure inflation rate and decreased the proportion of stretch-rod driven deformation. Quantitatively however, the predicted stretch-rod reaction force revealed as average of 26.84 % error with the stretch-rod force under predicted for all investigated process parameters. Stretch-rod force was the result of many contributions; the contact scenario between the stretch-rod tip and the polymer, the heat transfer and the material reaction. There are several possible reasons to explain the difference in the quantitative force data. These include the fact that the simulation did not account for heat transfer between the rod and the preform tip. In reality there is a certain amount of tip cooling due to stretch-rod contact increasing the material stiffness and therefore the reaction force. The assumption of a single value of friction of 0.3 may also be insufficient as a suitable friction model in this complex contact scenario, especially when considering the film of oil present on the inside surface after oil bath heating. It is important to also note that the stretch-rod Fig. 24 Evolving bottle shape, cavity pressure and true strain, N2T100; comparison of experiment and simulation was actuated using a directly coupled pneumatic cylinder. An unfortunate side effect of this method was the inherent response for the stretch-rod to slow down due to a combination of the air compressibility and the choked air flow supplying the actuating cylinder. This effect was found to exacerbate as the preform temperature reduced i.e. the stiffer the preform material, the greater the stretch-rod speed reduction. Essentially, the simulation accuracy would be improved it the stretch-rod displacement was regarded as an output with the simulation input being the pressure value and flow of air into the stretch-rod actuation cylinder, similar to the preform cavity pressure.
The predicted values for strain rate were clearly restrained to some level lower than the experimental data; the maximum hoop and axial strain rates observed in the simulation was 34.5/s and 28.7/s respectively, while the experimental data revealed strain rates up to 37.3/s in the hoop direction and 76.7/s in the axial direction. This can be attributed to the limiting actuation speed (strain rate 32/s) of the biaxial stretching machine utilised for the material characterisation routine [30] . Qualitatively the hoop and axial strain rate values were predicted correctly for both the hoop and axial directions; the strain rate increased with increased material temperature, or more readily deformable preform. The strain rate also increased with increased flow index, where the increased air mass flow rate increased the rate of pressure inflation. Quantitatively however, the prediction of strain rate was less successful for the axial direction than for the hoop direction. A dramatic under prediction of axial strain rate was evident for all flow indices as the material temperature increased. The reason for the reduction in accuracy for the axial direction was primarily due to the nature of the deformation during the stretch-blow phase; a high dependency on linear stretchrod deformation (1st phase), followed by biaxial deformation from the 'delayed' pressure rise (2nd phase), where the 1st stretch phase greatly influenced the behaviour of the 2nd stretch. The constitutive material model's ability to capture this sequential deformation mode proved to be reduced [29] .
It is clear from the lower flow index trials that the dominant mode of deformation is sequential i.e. initial axial stretch by the stretch-rod followed by biaxial stretch in both hoop and axial direction when a critical combination of thickness and pressure is reached. In this scenario It has already been demonstrated that the material model is unable to predict this deformation mode as accurately compared to the scenario of simultaneous stretching and blowing.
The inadequacies of predicting the sequential deformation was also confirmed when comparing the bottle shape of the simulation and experiment with the final aspect ratio and the high speed image stills. The aspect ratio increased significantly for the experimental low flow index trials as the temperature increased; not predicted successfully by the simulation. The sequential nature of the low flow index trials was consequential to the inaccuracies of the material model to predict the final bottle shape. The amount of 1st phase stretch relative to overall axial stretch for the low flow rate trial (N2T100) was double that of the high flow rate trial (N6T105); this large proportion 1st phase stretch heavily influenced the prediction of the sequential deformation mode. This result requires addressing in order to improve the material model and therefore improve the simulation accuracy over a wider process window.
Conclusions
A FSB simulation has been constructed correlating the previously established experimental trials using an oil bath heating method and free-blow machine. The trials have been conducted over a wide process window encompassing material temperature ranging from 95 to 115°C and air flow rates of 9, 23 and 36 g/s.
The simulation accuracy was analysed comparing preform cavity pressure, stretch-rod reaction force and surface strain values revealed good correlation over the entire process window for all the variables analysed. Cavity pressure was accurately predicted both qualitatively and quantitatively for the entire processing range ensuring that the rate of volume expansion over time was also correctly predicted; cavity pressure is influenced by cavity volume not cavity shape. The cavity shape evolution was assessed using the high speed imagining and DIC routine where the bottle shape and fullfield strain map was determined, revealing maximum strain, strain rate and aspect ratio. Surface strain results and aspect ratio revealed reduced simulation accuracy at low flow rate trials i.e. trials with predominantly linear stretch-rod deformation followed by biaxial inflation. This was attributed to the nature of two phase deformation behaviour associated with sequential deformation and the inability of the material model to capture anisotropic behaviour. Stretch-rod reaction force prediction revealed reduced accuracy quantitatively due to an over-idealisation of the contact interaction between the preform and stretch-rod along with material model inaccuracies. Qualitatively however the stretch-rod reaction force vs time was predicted to a greater accuracy, successfully capturing the trends in the reaction force during the complete stretching phase of the preform.
The overall accuracy of the simulation to predict process parameters of the FSB experiment along with the evolving bottle shape has been rigorously examined and proved to have good correlation over the large process window presented.
